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DELVING INTO the industry’s motivation
levels, a nationwide study found that
50% of travel and tourism professionals
think feeling valued in a job is a top
priority, with 46% saying recognition for
their hard work actively motivates them.
New research also reveals that

British employees, including ones in
the travel sector, are, on the whole,
happy at work, with a third feeling
inspired to succeed every day and 70%
feeling positive about work more than
three days a week. This counters 
a common misconception that we’re 
a nation of disgruntled employees
pushing paper. 
The research, undertaken by Argos

for Business, examined how various
personality types of team-workers
also take on very different roles.
Businesses can thrive by encouraging

a collaborative working environment
that allows each personality type to
have an impact – while there is no ‘I’,
there is definitely a ‘me’ in team.  
The most popular work personality

is Captain Questions. A fifth of
workers place themselves in this
category, with exploring and problem
solving what they most enjoy about
work. These are the most likely
candidates to call collective
brainstorms to reach a decision and
also the most likely to encourage
free-thinking and offer thanks for all
suggestions and input.
The second most popular

personality type is, conversely,
Independent Introverts, with 15% of
employees making considered and
informed decisions on their own
before expressing them out loud,
followed by Confident Creatives
(11%). Just over one in five
employees will be a Big Idea Bod,
understanding that it will be others in

the group who make their ‘big
picture’ thinking feasible. 
Despite being a nation of team

players, the research reveals that
56% of workers believe they
themselves are their biggest
motivators, suggesting a personal
ambition to make an impact is driving
workers. Perhaps this is why only 
a small group (one in seven
employees) are People-Orientated
Performers – those eager to motivate
others instead of themselves. Of the
people who sit in this bracket, a third
believed that even the smallest
gesture of thanking people for their
input goes a long way in motivating
them to participate and, case in point,
three quarters of workers remember
a time they were verbally praised. 
A third of workers claim that simply
encouraging collaborative working
and allowing the different personality
types to compliment each other is the
best way to motivate employees. 
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JET2CITYBREAKS has announced the return of its popular breaks to New York, including the addition of New Year’s Eve breaks. To meet
demand, the company is now offering 24 trips direct to the Big Apple from five UK airports, with New Year’s Eve breaks launched from
Leeds, Manchester and Newcastle as well as more October half-term packages. All breaks have been extended to four nights, and there are
more three- to five-star hotels to choose from. Pictured celebrating the new launch is Jet2Holidays' Zoe Towers supported by the
operator's 'American Beauties'. For details call 0800-408 5587 or visit tradesite.jet2holidays.com
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Jet2 the Big Apple...

Being valued at work is top priority for half of professionals in travel industry
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ITC LUXURY TRAVEL Group is reviving its
‘Kids in the Med’ brand after a five-year
hiatus with the launch of a new family
travel brochure. 
Previously the family brand of tour

operator Western & Oriental, which
became part of ITC in June 2015, the new
2016 brochure brings together the best
family holidays to Europe from across the
group, featuring products from Western 
& Oriental and ITC Luxury Travel, along
with hand-picked family villas from sister
company Villa Select.
Jennifer Atkinson, CEO for the ITC

group, said: “We’ve relaunched Kids in
the Med based largely on feedback from
the trade. The brand has retained strong
recognition amongst agents who
appreciated the emphasis it placed on the
family-friendly aspects of each holiday
and resort. By gathering product from
across our various brands and also
introducing a second brochure of long-
haul family holidays, we’re giving agents 
a selection that’s larger and more diverse
than ever before, presented in a user-
friendly manner designed to help them
sell to clients.”

The brochures feature a range of four-
and five-star hotels, all-inclusive resorts,
self-catering villas and inspiration for
activity-based holidays. Each holiday
featured in the brochure focuses
specifically on the suitability and appeal
for children, and the brochure also
outlines hotels and resorts where special
care is given to children’s dining options,
services and room configurations.
Atkinson said: “As parents ourselves,

we know that priorities change as soon
as you start travelling with children, and
we don’t believe parents or agents should
spend their time trawling through the fine
print to find a suitable holiday. 
“Our aim is to lay plain the things they

really need to know – whether they can
book interconnecting rooms, what
provisions are made for children of
certain ages, what baby equipment is
available in resort – and combine it with
the things they want to know – is there 
a great swimming pool or tennis court?
Can we take a cookery class? Can I
arrange childcare for my toddler while I
go for a spa treatment? These brochures
go straight for the family-friendly details.”

Kids in the Med covers destinations
including Greece, Cyprus, Italy, Turkey,
Portugal and Spain. The group is also
launching a second brochure, Kids
Beyond the Med, featuring long-haul
family holidays to the Caribbean, the US,
Indian Ocean, Middle East and Far East. 
For more details visit
westernoriental.com, itcluxurytravel.co.uk
or villaselect.com
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EDINBURGH IS to become WOW air’s third UK departure point, and the first in Scotland, for flights to Iceland and North America. Tickets
for flights beginning on July 13 are now on sale from £39 to Reykjavik and £125 to the US and Canada. Flights will depart Edinburgh for the
airline’s hub in Reykjavik twice a week between July and October. Onward travelling passengers will have a short stopover before
continuing on to one of the airline’s North American destinations - Boston, Washington D.C., Montreal, Toronto, Los Angeles or San
Francisco.  Details at wowair.co.uk

Efteling Theme Park Resort savings from DoSomethingDifferent.com
EFTELING THEME PARK Resort in the Netherlands is the latest attraction to go on sale with DoSomethingDifferent.com. 
Located just outside of Amsterdam, the theme park's attractions are based on elements from ancient myths and legends,

fairy tales, fables and folklore. Tickets are priced at £27 per person for one day’s admission to the park, which is up to 15%
cheaper than other UK attraction ticket providers to the travel trade. Free admission is also being offered for children aged up
to three years. 
Meanwhile, the company is also offering tickets to the Spanish Grand Prix. The Formula One race takes place at the Circuit

de Barcelona-Catalunya from May 13-15, with one-day and three-day tickets available. 
One-day tickets are for the final race day only, with Grandstand North access priced at £193 per adult and £96 per child,

aged six-18. Children aged under six receive free admission (with no seat allocated).
The three-day tickets include access to all practices, qualifying and race day. General admission tickets do not include

Grandstand access or allocated seating, and cost £102 per adult and £51 per child. Three-day Grandstand tickets lead in at
£193 (£96 for children) for Grandstand North and £260  (£130 for children) for Grandstand South.
The tickets provide commission-earning opportunities for agents looking to provide packages with flights and

accommodation, and for those with customers looking to incorporate the Formula One race into a longer holiday in Spain.
For more information call 020-8090 3890.

‘Kids in the Med’ relaunch with new family brochure from ITC Luxury Travel 
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HAVING RECENTLY announced ‘Blink’ as
the theme of its 2016 conference,
Advantage has followed up with news of the
first keynote speaker.

Colonel Chris Hadfield is an astronaut
with many historic ‘firsts’ to his name: In
1992, he became Canada’s first fully
qualified Space Shuttle crew member and
then went on to be the first Canadian to
board a Russian spacecraft, performed two
spacewalks and remains to this day the only
Canadian to have been Commander of the
International Space Station; all of this
achieved over a 21-year career, 
during which he completed 2,600 orbits of
the Earth.

Called the 'most famous astronaut since
Neil Armstrong', Chris Hadfield has become
a worldwide sensation, harnessing the
power of social media to make outer space
accessible to millions and bringing us the
marvels of science and space travel.

Colin O’Neill, business development
director at Advantage, said: “Our
conferences have developed an enviable
reputation for introducing keynote speakers
that are new to a UK travel audience with the
power to enlighten and inspire conference
delegates. We are clearly delighted to have
secured Chris Hadfield to speak at our 2016
annual conference, particularly at a time
when UK interest in space travel is so high
owing to the achievements of British
astronaut Tim Peake.

“As well as thrilling our audience with his
insight into space exploration, so vividly
brought to life on the BBC programme
Stargazing Live with Brian Cox and Dara
O’Briain, Chris Hadfield will draw on
references from his bestselling book ‘An
Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth’, to
create parallels with what are seemingly
two very different worlds.”

Surf lessons in Newquay
from SuperBreak 

SUPERBREAK is offering
agents the chance to add
surf lessons in Newquay
when making a hotel
booking.  

The Escape Surf School in
Newquay, Cornwall has
been teaching people to surf
for more than 11 years.
Open for 12 months of the
year and seven days a week,
prices include all equipment
and lessons across all levels
are available. 

As well as teaching the
technique and skill of
surfing, the school also
places emphasis on safety
and water awareness.  

Prices are from £35 per
person for a two-and-a-half
hour lesson and the school
is open daily from 09:00 to
19:00. Hotels start from £70
per person for two nights'
breakfast stay at the three-
star Legacy Hotel Victoria
including dinner on the first
night. 
For more information or to
book call 01904-436000 or
visit superbreak.com/agents

Advantage speaker Chris
Hadfield

Advantage announces first keynote conference speaker 

BMI REGIONAL is strengthening its position in Europe and
building its global connections with the launch of three new
routes from Munich, now available to book. The three
additional routes will increase the airline’s network from
Munich to eight destinations.  

The new flights to Milan Bergamo, Norrköping and Rostock
will operate in partnership with Lufthansa as code-share
flights with joint BM and LH flight numbers. The flight
schedule from each city has been tailored to ensure seamless
travel connections for business and leisure travellers via
Lufthansa’s worldwide Munich network of more than 200
destinations around the world.  

bmi regional already has strong links with Munich thanks
to its existing UK routes from Southampton and Bristol to
the German city as well as its other European routes from
Berne, Rotterdam and Brno to Munich, so the launch of the
new routes add increased connectivity within its own
network too.  

Twice daily flights to Milan Bergamo commence on March
31, while six flights weekly have been introduced to Rostock
from March 31. Finally, six flights weekly to Norrköping will
commence on April 15. 

Commenting on the expansion, the carrier's chief
commercial officer, Jochen Schnadt, said: “These three new
routes, in addition to the recently announced Southampton –
Munich route, mark a step change for bmi regional, and
establish us as a truly European brand with wings around the
world. Like all our existing services to Frankfurt and Munich,
the new routes will also be operated as code-share flights with
our partner Lufthansa. Munich is now our largest hub in the
heart of Europe with a total of eight routes and more than 160
weekly flights." 

Fares on the routes cost from 92 euros to Rostock and from
99 euros to Milan Bergamo and Norrköping including allocated
seating, 30-minute check-ins, 20kg of hold luggage, plus
drinks and snacks on board. For details see bmiregional.com 

European river cruise offers from £1,399 including flights with AmaWaterways 
AMAWATERWAYS has a limited number of cabins available on selected departures throughout 2016, and has exclusively
packaged these up with flights and transfers.

As an example, a seven-night 'Enticing Douro' itinerary offers savings of up to £1,200 per person and leads in at £1,399
including free flights and transfers. The cruise departs throughout May and June on AmaVida.

Alternatively, clients can opt for a seven-night 'Taste of Bordeaux' option which is new for this year. Leading in at £1,399 and
offering savings of up to £1,500 per erson, the deal offers free flights and transfers and departs on May 27. 
For details or to book call 0808-256 8422 or see amawaterways.co.uk

bmi regional launches new routes to Milan Bergamo, Norrköping & Rostock
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Fred. Olsen races to Bermuda for the America's Cup in summer 2017
FOR SUMMER 2017, Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines is offering guests the chance to experience the
America's Cup yacht race during Boudicca's 26-night 'Azores & the America's Cup' cruise. 

Departing from Liverpool on June 9, 2017 the holiday has been specially crafted for guests
to be able to enjoy all the action of the 35th America's Cup, which will be taking place in
Hamilton, Bermuda on June 24-25, where Boudicca will be spending three nights.

The longer voyage also offers a range of destinations steeped in history such as the
Portuguese old towns of Oporto and Funchal, plus the varied landscapes of the 
Azores Archipelago.

Nathan Philpot, sales and marketing director for the cruise line, said: “We are renowned
for giving our guests a very different kind of cruise experience, tailoring our itineraries to
celebrate great events around the world. In 2017, our special 'America's Cup' cruise is
bound to appeal to any sailing fan with a taste for adventure, and what's more, lucky
spectators will get to see Olympic Gold medal winner Sir Ben Ainslie in action, hoping to
succeed in finally bringing the America's Cup home to British waters for the first time in more than 160 years.”

Prices for the cruise start from £2,999 per person, based on two adults sharing a twin inside cabin. It includes
accommodation, all meals and entertainment on board, plus port dues.

The cruise is also included in the company’s 'Turn of Year' campaign, where guests can choose between the offers
of 'Three Cruises for the Price of Two' or 'Free Tips & Tipples' when booked before March 2.
See fredolsencruises.com or call 0800-0355 242 for more information.
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Agents set to benefit as Affordable 
Car Hire launches new website 
AFFORDABLE CAR Hire is further strengthening its offering
to agents following the launch of its new and improved
website at affordablecarhire.com  

The site features additional elements and offers users an
updated interactive display, along with a selection of new
features such as searches by passenger number,
transmission type, supplier and car group. 

Agents can also view excess and deposit requirements
against each vehicle type, allowing for a much more
transparent and simplistic search and booking process.

The company's CEO, Angela Day, said: “We’re delighted
our new website is now up and running. The redesign is the
result of many months of listening to partners and agents,
and understanding what features and services they would
find most useful when booking car hire online. The website
has a fresh new look and we’ve improved the search facility
to help speed up reservations for agents."

WITH A GROWING demand for cycling
getaways, the regional tourist board of
the Champagne & Ardenne regions in
France has released a new free
cycling guide covering more than
1,000km of long distance cycle paths. 

Suitable for all abilities, the routes
cover a range of landscapes from river
valleys, canals, vineyards and rural
villages to historic cities and spa
towns. The 68-page guide has
practical information about cycling in
these areas, including detailed maps,
lists of services and accommodation,
plus helpful suggestions of where to
eat and sleep along the way. 

All recommendations are under the
quality label La Champagne à Vélo and
Les Ardennes à Vélo, with more than
150 partners offering accommodation,

bike rentals and other services.
Members offer a warm welcome to
cyclists and provide special facilities
such as having a safe place to store
bikes overnight, a place where bikes
can be cleaned and repaired, plus
additional services such as providing
picnic lunches, and even transporting
luggage to the next hotel. The guide
covers six main itineraries: The Meuse
by bike; From the Ardenne to the
Marne Valley; The Marne Valley; The
canal between Champagne and
Burgundy; The Seine Valley; and The
valley of the Aube and the Côte des Bar. 

Guides can be ordered by emailing
contact@tourisme-champagne-
ardenne.com  

Meanwhile, a new internet portal
dedicated to cycling in the

Champagne & Ardenne regions is
under development. It is already
accessible at rando-champagne-
ardenne.com and information should
be fully updated by the end of 
next month

In other news, the ‘Trans-Ardennes’
cycling path, following the river Meuse
south from Givet, has been extended
by 40km, with the Charleville-
Mézières to Remilly-Aillecourt
section, passing through Sedan,
opening last year. The cycling path
now covers a distance of 120km
between Givet and Remilly-Aillecourt.
The final 10km - from Remilly-
Aillecourt to Mouzon - will be
completed next year.
For more information see
champagne-ardenne-tourism.co.uk 

New cycling guide & routes for France’s Champagne & Ardenne regions

BRITAIN’S OLYMPIC silver medallist Amir Khan will head to Las
Vegas for the highly-anticipated bout against Mexico's Saul
Alvarez, which will be his first world title fight since 2012. Funway
Holidays has put together some special offers for boxing fans to
coincide with the big match taking place at MGM Grand, Las Vegas
on May 7. A four-night stay at the hotel leads in at £1,199 per
person including flights with Virgin Atlantic from Heathrow, based
on travel on May 6 and two sharing. The same package with United
Airlines' flights from Glasgow costs £919 and from Manchester
with United costs £929. For details see funway4agents.co.uk
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SAVVI LAUNCH...Members of the APT Luxury River Cruising sales team headed to Savvi Travel in Olney to support the agency with its
customer opening evening. Pictured are, from the left: Tom Dumbrell, APT; Dave Batley, Ann Lima and Kelly Adams from Savvi Travel; 
and Laura Dawson, APT.

newsbulletin

RAIL DISCOVERIES HAS added a new fly option to some of its
most popular tours, including the bestselling Glacier Express
All Inclusive. The traditional option costs from £1,395 for 
a nine-day rail holiday with 24 departures available between
May and October travelling from Manchester, London and
York stations, or the new flight option leads in at £1,245 with
20 departures between May and October.  
New for this year is Treasures of Andalucía, an eight-day

holiday from £745 per person. The tour is one of seven tours
offering customers new regional departures with options

including, but not limited to, Gatwick, Glasgow, Manchester
and Leeds airports.
Alternatively, guests can opt to scale Europe’s largest

volcano on the new Sicily & Mount Etna Tour from £895 for
eight days, which offers six departures between April 
and September. 
A special offer of a low £50 deposit is available on all three

tours for bookings confirmed on or before February 29. 
To book or for more information see raildiscoveries.com or
call 0800-240 4470.

New fly option on range of popular tours from Rail Discoveries 
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•   £100 M&S vouchers to be won, courtesy of the
     JTB, The Japan Specialists!

•   Video Box: Become a super travel agent with
     Melia PRO and discover exclusive discounts

•   £100 World Duty Free vouchers, a Nandos'
     hamper and yummy sweetie hamper to be won
     courtesy of Liverpool John Lennon Airport.

•   New Video: The Caribbean's first open-water
sports park, Splash Island.

Visit travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions and
travelbulletin.co.uk/video-box for details on the

above competitions and videos 

New Seville-Lisbon classical music themed cruise from CroisiEurope
CROISIEUROPE has introduced a new Classical Music themed cruise from Seville to Lisbon which features a
private concert by internationally-renowned musicians, specialist lectures by a journalist and music connoisseur
and a number of music-themed shore excursions.

The six-day cruise, on MS Belle de Cadix, starts on June 30 with an overnight in Seville and visits Cordoba, El
Puerto de Santa Maria, Cadiz, Alcoutim and Vila Real de San Antonio, before finishing in Lisbon where guests will
stay two nights in a hotel.

During the voyage there will be a number of opportunities for guests to indulge in their love of classical music
including a private concert in Seville; concerts on MS Belle de Cadix; classical music lectures by Alain Duault,
journalist and music connoisseur; a Sephardic and Andalusian concert in the former Jewish quarter of Seville;
and an evening of Fado music in Lisbon. 

Cruise-only prices start from £1,443 per person including six days on MS Belle de Cadix with all onboard
meals, unlimited beverages (excluding certain wines and Champagne), onboard lectures and concerts, Wi-Fi, port
fees and two nights’ hotel accommodation.
For reservations and further information call 020-8328 1281 or visit croisieurope.co.uk

INTREPID TRAVEL has pledged to put
agents at the heart of its business with
the launch of Intrepid Loves Agents.
As part of the drive, the adventure tour
operator plans to take 500 agents on a
mix of fam trips and free tour places
over the next three years. 

Four group fam trips are being
organised for this year, with a further
50 free places available for agents
joining regular departures.

A new trade hub has been launched at
intrepidlovesagents.com, featuring
training videos, news on forthcoming
events, information on the company's
four business development managers,
plus incentives.

Agents can also access and download
details of current campaigns, with
customer facing flyers and window
posters. For this launch month, agents
can win a prize for every booking by

visiting the Spin to Win section of the
site, with rewards ranging from
Love2Shop vouchers to free trips.

Agents registering on the site before
the end of February and completing two
training modules will be in with a chance
of winning one of ten places on a fam
trip to Nepal from April 22-30, run in
conjunction with Jet Airways. 

Other fams planned for 2016 include
Italy, Vietnam and Morocco.

‘Intrepid Loves Agents’ launch offers new online hub with exclusive opportunities

TENERIFE’S LORO Parque has introduced new aviaries to enable
guests to interact with birds on a new level. They feature
waterfalls, lakes and lush vegetation to recreate the habitat and
conditions of two countries with the greatest diversity of birds -
Brazil and Mexico. The variety of species in the aviaries ranges
from Grey-breasted Parakeet and Violet-crowned Amazon to
white-bellied Caique and Scarlet Ibis. For details see
www.loroparque.com
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Fancy a fam?
Kamili Safaris is offering a fam trip to
Congo-Brazzaville from May 26-June 4.
Prices are $916 which includes all
accommodation, meals, soft drinks,
transfers, activities and gorilla permits.
For more information or to book email
hannah@kamilisafaris.com

9
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Agent offer
Agents signing up with 
aferryagent.com and 

downloading the AFerry app 
before June 30 will be in with the
chance to win an iPad pro. CHICAGO CHIC...Chicago's premier shopping, diningand entertainment destination, The Water Tower Place,gave two agents a 'His n' Hers' Michael Kors watch & TUMI passport holder in a recent competition run withTravel Bulletin. The winning agents were Claire Mitchellfrom Barrhead Travel in Clydebank and John Wilson(pictured) from 2J's Travel in Wedmore, Somerset.

AGENT TRAINING
� Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines has
announced the dates of its
informative training on its ships in
2016. The training is aimed at agents
who are new to selling the line's
cruises, or those who would like to
increase their knowledge and gain
selling tips from experts. The
onboard training sessions will also
enable agents to explore the public
areas and cabin grades on board;
gain an understanding of the fleet;
learn key selling points to assist with
sales; and find out more about the
200+ destinations that the line visits.
The training sessions will be held as
follows (subject to availability):
Braemar – Monday 25th April 2016

Balmoral – Thursday 26th May 2016

Boudicca – Monday 6th June 2016

Braemar – Wednesday 6th July 2016

Boudicca – Friday 15th July

Boudicca – Monday 1st August

To register visit http://bit.ly/1LdByAt

Booking incentives
� Travel 2 has launched a new version of its
‘Little Book of Incredible Journeys’
brochure featuring more than 40
handpicked tours from more than 20
partners. To celebrate the launch, agents
are being given the chance to win £2,000
towards a touring holiday of their choice.
To enter, agents need to make a qualifying
touring booking including flights and 
a minimum of five nights’ consecutive
touring before February 29. 

� Agents have the chance to win one of ten
three-night Easter weekend breaks for
themselves at Haven in a new Easter
incentive. For the chance to win, agents
should book an Easter break by March 20
for any departures between March 25 and
April 14 at one of the 36 holiday parks and
complete the online incentive form at
bourneleisuresales.co.uk

February 26 2016www.travelbulletin.co.uk

in Dover

in Newcastle

in Liverpool

in Southampton

in Greenock (Glasgow)

in Belfast
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Where Am I?

With a name that literally means ‘Chapel Bridge’, this 
covered wooden structure is one of the oldest in Europe and

spans diagonally over the Reuss River 

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, March 3rd. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for 12th February is Linda Isgrove, Izzy Tours in

Birmingham.

February 12 Solution: A=7    B=9    C=4    D=5

Number: 008

Across 
1. Luton based airline (7)
6. First name of Perfect Pitch Aussie actress,

sounds like a renegade (5)
8. Mediterranean island (5)
9. Dublin-born singer, Ronan (7)
12. The Space Center is popular with tourists

visiting this city (7)
13. Cinema chain (5)
15. Major hotel group (5)
17. The largest city in the state of Kansas (7)

Down 
1. Critic and presenter of The Film Review (4,7)
2. Arrecife, Lanzarote airport code (3)
3. National Trust House on the Thames (3)
4. The Titanic Quarter is a visitor attraction in

this Northern Ireland city (7)
5. Las Palmas is the capital (4,7)
7. Home of the Royal Yacht Britannia (5)
10. Location of Disneyland Resort (7)
11. Netherlands city, famous for cheese (5)
14. Sydney is the capital of this state 

initially (3)
16. Copenhagen airport code (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
please see page 30

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

00
8

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Industry
Insight by...

Why we should all be reaching for the stars 
by Colin O’Neill, business development director
of The Advantage Travel Partnership

Once again, I hope that I can be forgiven for my
overt (but only once a year) plug for our main
conference, which takes place on a cruise ship

this year - the MSC Fantasia which is sailing around
the Mediterranean.
Although it really should go without saying, but each

year we try and create a conference business
programme that offers real value to both our members
and business - we are all too aware of the time and
cost that goes into attending a conference, particularly
as the conference is over four nights this year.
This year, the conference content is centred on the

theme of ‘Blink’ with the sentiment that in our modern
world things can change in the blink of an eye. Taking 
a moment to understand what is happening around you
and re-setting your vision may prove critical; the
Advantage conference is one of those moments - 
a point in time when you can listen to expert opinion,
share your thoughts with colleagues and re-set your
personal vision. 
Implicit within this theme is a recognition that

technology is playing an increasingly influential role in
our lives and an ability to harness that technology for
your own benefit will create a significant advantage.
The launch of our new booking platform Gateway 2

will feature heavily in the programme as a good
example of technical innovation as well as a clear
signal of our vision for the future.
Another key theme of the conference is recognising

and exploiting the relationship between the agent and
the business partner, both in a leisure and business
travel environment. Too often, each group fails to
properly recognise the needs of the other and during
the conference, sometimes in a light-hearted manner,
we will drive home the mutual understanding message.
Following on with the theme of understanding, we

will also devote a considerable amount of time to the
subject of the customer, the core reason for us all
being in business in the first place.

During the conference we will consider:
- Global trends that are influencing the way in which

customers will be motivated to buy in the future – we
have asked a world renowned expert on trend spotting
to guide us through that change process.
- The role of the corporate buyer and what our travel

management company members need to do to stay
close to those buyers.
- The attitudes to travel from the future and the

future customers of tomorrow – teenagers. 
However, one of the hallmarks of an Advantage

conference is the quality of the main keynote speaker,
in the past Martina Navratilova, Jeremy Paxman, Mary
Portas and Joanna Lumley have all inspired
conference delegates.
This year, echoing the Blink theme and the speed of

change, we are delighted to have Canadian astronaut
Colonel Chris Hadfield address our conference. Chris
Hadfield is a highly decorated astronaut with many
historic ‘firsts’ to his name: In 1992, he became
Canada’s first fully qualified Space Shuttle crew
member and then went on to be the first Canadian to
board a Russian spacecraft, performed two
spacewalks and remains to this day the only Canadian
to have been Commander of the International Space
Station; all of this achieved over a 21-year career as an
astronaut during which he completed 2600 orbits of
the Earth.
Called the “most famous astronaut since Neil

Armstrong”, Chris Hadfield has become a worldwide
sensation, harnessing the power of social media to
make outer space accessible to millions and bringing
us the marvels of science and space travel.
As far as the social programme is concerned, we

intend to take full advantage of all of the facilities that
MSC Fantasia has to offer, but you all know how to
have a good time and I thought that you would be
more interested in our business programme which
promises to be a real ‘eye opener’.

bulletinbriefing
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If you were to put your consumer cap on, what
impression does a dated-looking website make?
Perhaps you might quickly conclude that the

company responsible for it is a little out of touch – or
worse, doesn't give too much thought to making their
customers' lives easier. Either way, it's unlikely that 
a site that looks like it's lagging behind the times is
going to be conducive to a sale.
Keeping your consumer cap on, how does your

website shape up, in comparison to those of your
competitors, say? It can be difficult to decide whether
or not your business website is in need of a revamp.
It's not just a case of assessing the aesthetics; there
are a number of things to consider. Examples include:
1. Is your website mobile friendly?
Last year Ofcom revealed that smartphones had
overtaken laptops as UK internet users' number one
device. Google also announced that it wasn't going to
display non-mobile friendly websites in mobile search
results. Quite frankly, then, if when you load your
website on a mobile phone it causes you to wince, it's
time to swing into action – if you want to retain
existing customers and attract new ones, that is. 
2. Is your website quick to load?
Nearly half of internet users expect a web page to
load in two seconds or less, according to KISSmetrics.
That's pretty quick, but those expectations have been
built on experience, so it is possible to achieve 
a lightning-fast website. Here's another eye-watering
stat from the same study: 40% of people abandon 
a website that takes more than three seconds to load.
Plus, it's worth noting that Google considers website
speed in their search ranking algorithms, and we all
know what a low Google ranking can mean.
3. Does your site link to your social media accounts?
If the answer is no here, the good news is that it's
easy to rectify. However, it could be symptomatic that
you've been guilty of neglecting your website for too
long and it needs an overhaul. Social media isn’t 
a new concept, but you'd be surprised by just how
many travel websites are without social media icons
that link to social accounts. When you consider that
today's customers tend to use social media as the
barometer for whether to trust a business, you could
say they are shooting themselves in the foot.
4. How old is your website?
It's good practice to redesign your site about every

two to three years, alongside carrying out periodic
updates to keep current between redesigns. That
said, there have been great shifts in the way
customers behave online in the last year alone – the
move to mobile, for instance, being one. Instinct is the
true test here – if you think your business is in need of
a new website, you're probably right.

DIGITAL DIALOGUE
How to decide if your website requires a redesign...

New features added to Your Car Hire
YOUR CAR HIRE has introduced new features to its
bespoke reservation system, which was launched in
September last year. 
The new additions, which have been installed to

enhance the agent booking experience, include the
display of exact one-way fees during the initial booking
search plus a new filter to enable agents to tailor-make
their search.
Looking to take advantage of the latest industry

developments and cloud technology, Ruth Bligh,
managing director for the company, said: “As you would
expect, it does everything an agent needs including one-
ways, displaying on-airport/off-airport suppliers, plus
fuel and supplier preferences. The system is also
capable of being adapted to changes that agents and
suppliers may want in the future.”

13February 26 2016

WHISTLER BLACKCOMB has launched WB+, a new web and mobile
platform that offers guests the option to collect data about their
time on the mountains, set goals, track progress, collect badges
for milestones and even compete against other skiers and riders.
WB+ is free for guests and can be accessed from desktop, tablet
and mobile devices. Visit plus.whistlerblackcomb.com/welcome
for details.

www.travelbulletin.co.uk

Delta Air Lines introduces Wi-Fi
across trans-Atlantic fleet 
DELTA AIR Lines is now offering high-speed internet access
on all trans-Atlantic flights between the US and the UK,
mainland Europe, Israel and West Africa. 
From the UK, the airline offers up to 11 peak-day flights

from Heathrow and one from Manchester, meaning more
customers can get online at 30,000 feet.
Nat Pieper, the airline’s senior vice president for Europe,

Middle East and Africa, said: “We already offer Wi-Fi across
our entire domestic fleet and we’re delighted to extend the
service to trans-Atlantic customers, giving them the option
to work, keep in touch or surf the net throughout their
flight. More than 93% of our international fleet offers
internet access and we’ll continue to use technology to
make our customers’ travel experience more productive
whenever they fly.”
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#traveltrends

“

We predict further growth in the number of
guests choosing to maximise their trips by
adding city break extensions onto their cruise.
With a 42% increase last year, this is certain to
continue to grow in 2016, especially with the
chance to visit destinations such as the French
Riviera, Swiss Lakes and Mountains and
Guilin’s Li River. Not only is this great for
guests, but it also offers more earning
potential for travel agents.

Neil Barclay, Viking Cruises 

“

We are seeing a return to package holidays
in Greece. Families in particular are realising
that Greece not only offers best value, but a
safe holiday environment that is relatively
close to home, not to mention a famously
warm welcome, no matter which island
clients choose.

Photis Lambrianides, Olympic Holidays 

““We are seeing a trend for
increasingly affordable long-haul
travel due to a combination of new
flight routes opening up and the
impact of the strong British pound
against many global currencies.
For example, WestJet’s super-
budget flights from the UK to
Canada will save British travellers
hundreds of pounds on airfares.
Elsewhere, the South African rand
has hit an all-time low, meaning
British tourists can save more on
accommodation, food and drink
than ever before.

Louise Hodges, Travelzoo Personalisation will remain top of mind in 2016. This
is however an elusive target. Where does delivering
personalised service or offerings start to become
invasive? Companies that deliver personalised
solutions to the travel industry will have to tread
carefully to ensure that they do not become too
intrusive. Most larger travel technology companies are
looking at personalisation as the next evolution in
communication between the traveller and the hotel,
airline or destination. The companies with the most
data will ultimately have the best chance at delivering
personalised service.

Greg Abbott, DataArt

Agents and operators can benefit from a resurgence in the groups
market. According to two surveys by Mintel and GfK Ascent,
growth in the group sector is outperforming much of the travel
industry. Demographic trends towards an ageing population and
solo living appear to be aiding the groups market, creating new
demand in the pre-/no family and post-family groups. 

Mike Bugsgang, 
Group Travel Organisers Association (GTOA)

“

“
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As the world gets smaller and
unique travel experiences become
harder to find, we are seeing a
growing demand for holidays that
take you ‘up close and personal’
with local people and places.

Maria Cook, Ffestiniog Travel

““

Phuket is emerging as a hot
celebrity destination, attracting
names such as Kate Moss, Mick
Jagger and a particular favourite
of Kata Rocks, Bear Grylls.  

Scot Toon, Kata Rocks

““

"With huge investment on the Peninsula and its
hinterland including Canary Wharf, there is a real appetite
for visiting Greenwich in 2016. We have really seen the
centre of London shift eastwards since the London 2012
Olympics and there is a strong trend for visitors using
Greenwich as the perfect, affordable base for a short break
to the city. The arrival of the new InterContinental London
O2 will also drive huge growth for the business tourism
market here, as well as attracting the luxury traveller. With
the refurbishment of the historic Greenwich Market and the
arrival of several new gastronomic neighbours, we are
becoming a real destination for the foodie tourist.”

Barrie Kelly, Visit Greenwich

“

“

More and more people are investing
in their wellbeing with health-
conscious and fitness related travel.
Well-being is now not just about
being spa-orientated, but also
includes activities and nutritious
cuisine. Both leisure and business
travellers are willing to pay to
access healthy products and
services.

Tanya Rose, Mason Rose

A key growing trend for 2016 is to have the opportunity to learn and grow during a holiday experience. More and more,
people are looking for a holiday experience which lets them expand their knowledge, learn skills and take advantage of
experiences not availed by traditional FIT. Small group escorted tours ticks these boxes - being led by an experienced
tour leader knowledgeable about the local area, having the opportunity to access exclusive local itineraries and take
part in workshops and demonstrations - and this is borne out by our forward sales for 2016. A further trend is to
venture away from more traditional routes with people keen to demonstrate their traveller credentials – in the UK and
Europe this has seen strongest growth for Scotland, Southern Ireland, Portugal, Scandinavia and Sicily versus the ‘old
guard’ of Southern England, Southern France and mainland Italy.

Hazel McGuire, Back-Roads Touring 

UK baby boomers are becoming
more digitally literate. In the survey
conducted for one of our clients, we
found out that the majority of those
surveyed used online comparison
sites, with Trip Advisor topping the
charts at 68%. Travel blogs and
social media are also becoming a
new source of travel inspiration for
baby boomers. 

Anna Michna, Caliber We’re seeing a greater curiosity and interest for experiential travel.
Tourists are more likely to ask about shopping in local markets,
eating in local restaurants and staying in locally owned lodgings off
the beaten path, while local communities are becoming more eager
and willing to share their culture and skills with visitors. The result
is more opportunity for cultural exchange between both in the form
of interactive classes, behind-the-scenes tours and access to local
storytellers. Travellers have an increasing desire to connect with the
people and places they visit and ultimately give back. 

Brian Young, G Adventures
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Free car upgrades with
Funway Holidays 

FUNWAY HOLIDAYS is
offering free car hire
upgrades to customers
booking holidays to the US.
When booking a Compact

Car, guests will receive a
free upgrade to an
Intermediate, costing from
£169 with fully inclusive
insurance for seven days,
and when booking an
Intermediate car, guests will
receive an upgrade to a Full
Size, costing from £194.
The offer applies for

holidays departing until
December 31 and bookings
must be made by February
29. It excludes bookings to
Alaska and New York.
As an example of some of

the packages, the company
is offering a 14-night, twin-
centre holiday combing
Orlando and the Florida
Keys from £889 per person.
It includes seven nights in
Orlando staying at the three-
star Avanti Resort and seven
nights in Florida Keys
staying at the three-and-a-
half-star Ocean Pointe
Suites at Key Largo. Flights
with Virgin Atlantic from
Gatwick and car hire with
the free upgrade are also
included, based on two
adults travelling on
September 27.
Visit funway4agents.co.uk
for more information.

ABERCROMBIE & KENT is promoting luxury small group
journeys as a way to experience and enjoy the natural
wonder of America’s National Parks.
Its ‘Luxury Small Group Journey - America’s National

Parks: The South West’ enables clients to see the natural
wonders of the South West in a small group, with one guide
for every six guests, as they drive through the back roads to
discover hidden gems and participate in outdoor activities. 
Highlights include a raft ride through the rapids of the

Colorado River near Moab, riding horses through the
hoodoos of Bryce Canyon National Park and hiking through

Zion National Park. The ten-night itinerary costs from
£5,785 per person. 
For families, the nine-night ‘Family Luxury Small Group

Journey - Yellowstone & The Grand Tetons’ itinerary costs
from £5,225 per person and includes the chance to see
wildlife on a drive through Hayden Valley, ride horses with
Montana cowboys through Big Sky Country, kayak along the
shoreline of glacial Jackson Lake and raft the rapids of the
Snake River, plus the chance to explore Yellowstone
National Park to see its famous geyser, Old Faithful, erupt.
Visit abercrombiekent.co.uk for more information.
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ON THE BACK of demand for escorted family adventures, Trafalgar is offering a range of
trips to the Wild West complete with family-friendly excursions and experiences.
This May will see Delta Airways' first direct flights from Heathrow to Salt Lake City, and

guests can take advantage of the new flights on the operator’s nine-day ‘Wild West
Cowboys and Buffalos’ itinerary. The tour begins in Salt Lake City before passing through
the Old West town of Jackson, the wild frontiers of rural Montana, the natural wonders of
Yellowstone National Park and the iconic sculptures of Mount Rushmore. 
Highlights of the trip include staying at an 1800s homestead; the choice of a whitewater

rafting trip down the Gallatin River or a horse ride in the Montana wilderness; bear
tracking with expert trackers at the Grizzly and Wolf Discovery Centre in West Yellowstone;
and learning about the art and culture of cowboys and the Plains Indians.
Costing from £1,886 per person, the trip includes eight nights' breakfast

accommodation, six additional meals, transfers, sightseeing and the services of a travel
director throughout. Children aged five-17 will receive a young traveller discount of £213.
Alternatively, ‘Pioneer Adventures of the Wild West’ heads through the Old West,

journeying through the states of Arizona, Utah and Nevada. 
During the eight-day trip, guests will listen to tales of the Wild West on a rail journey to

the Grand Canyon, witness an old-fashioned cowboy show, learn how the Grand Canyon
was formed, discover the Wild West of the movies and trace the footsteps of the real life
cowboys in Monument Valley, plus imagine the life of the Sinagua Indians on venturing into
the Montezuma Castle cliff dwellings.
Costing from £1,686 per person, the price includes seven nights' breakfast

accommodation, six additional meals, transfers, sightseeing and the services of a travel
director. Children will receive a young traveller discount of £180.
Visit trafalgar.com/uk or call 0800-533 5619 for more information.

Trafalgar brings family adventures to the Wild West 

Abercrombie & Kent suggests luxury small-group travel to see natural highlights 
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A jaunt around the world is just a Vegas trip away with Caesars Entertainment!

                      

COSMOS TOURS & Cruises has
launched an Elvis 40th Anniversary
Memorial departure on its American
musical heritage tour of Memphis and
Nashville, with a visit to Graceland for
the famous Candle Light Vigil to mark
the anniversary of Elvis’ death.
Expecting a surge in interest from UK

travellers after the success of the recent
London O2 Elvis exhibition, the operator
has put together a special departure
from the UK on Saturday August 12,
2017 which coincides with ‘Elvis Week’. 
As well as joining fans from around

the world in quiet remembrance in
Graceland’s Meditation Gardens, 
a guided Platinum tour of the house 
is included plus a visit to Tupelo, 
Elvis’ birthplace.

Visitors can look forward to
experiencing the key sights and venues
that marked The King’s career
including the Memphis Rock 'n' Soul
Museum, the Grand Ole Opry radio
music show with a special private
performance with John Carter Cash,
plus a visit to the Country Music Hall of
Fame in Nashville which houses
classic memorabilia such as Elvis’ 
gold Cadillac.
The ‘Elvis & the Southern Sounds’

40th anniversary memorial option
leads in at £2,412 per person
including flights from Heathrow, four
nights in Memphis and three nights
in Nashville on a room-only 
basis, transfers plus a range of
guided sightseeing.  

Departures are available between
May and November for this year and
next, with single share options
available.
Visit cosmostoursandcruises.co.uk 
or call 0800-440 2797 for 
more information.
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Tauck presents special guest in five-day ‘Run for the Roses’ event this May
TWO-TIME Kentucky Derby winner Chris McCarron will be sharing his experiences with guests on Tauck’s ‘Run for the Roses:
the Kentucky Derby’ five-day event this May.
The presentation by McCarron occurs on day two of the operator’s Kentucky Derby event, which runs from May 4-8

and features a choice of two sightseeing programmes. A ‘Bluegrass Country’ option includes a tour of Ashland, the
home of the 19th-century Kentucky statesman Henry Clay, and a visit to the Kentucky Horse Park & International
Museum of the Horse. 
Alternatively, guests can opt for a ‘Thoroughbred World’ option that includes a day at Churchill Downs for the 142nd running

of the Kentucky Oaks, the prestigious race for three-year-old fillies held the day before the Kentucky Derby. 
Both groups will visit a local horse farm, learn about the region’s bourbon-making traditions during a private tour and

tasting at the Buffalo Trace Distillery, and enjoy a barbeque lunch in the distillery’s private clubhouse. 
At the conclusion of each day’s sightseeing, all guests will gather for special receptions and dinners, including a cocktail

party and dinner at the Keeneland race course on the evening when McCarron will speak.
The tour culminates in a special VIP experience at Churchill Downs for the 142nd running of the famed Kentucky Derby. 
The event costs from £5,150 per person based on double occupancy, excluding flights. Four nights’ accommodation at the

Griffin Gate Marriott Resort & Spa in Lexington, daily sightseeing, activities, entertainment, meals, gratuities and airport
transfers are all included. 
For more information visit tauck.co.uk

Elvis’ 40th anniversary memorial departure from Cosmos Tours & Cruises from £2,412

GUESTS CAN discover the history of America's South on Great Rail Journey’s new tour of the southern states of
Georgia and Florida.
‘The Historical Southern States 2017’ uncovers the beginnings of the civil war in historic Charleston with 

a visit to the oldest city of St. Augustine, before ending in metropolitan Miami and exploring the nature of 
the Everglades.
Priced from £2,695 per person, it includes the services of a tour manager throughout; scheduled flights; 11 nights' hotel

accommodation; all rail and coach travel; and one breakfast at a local restaurant. 
During the 13-day journey, a guided sightseeing tour of Atlanta is also included as well as an excursion to the Kennedy

Space Center, sightseeing tours of Charleston, Savannah and St. Augustine; and a visit to Everglades National Park with
an airboat cruise. 
To book or for more details call 0800-240 4470 or visit greatrail.com 

New Historical Southern States option from Great Rail journeys 
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Caesars Entertainment’s collection of resorts are designed to deliver the ultimate Las Vegas experience. All 
centrally located in the heart of the Las Vegas strip, each offers exceptional accommodations, world-class 
amenities, superior service and great entertainment. The resorts offer a diverse bounty of amenities as well as 

Welcome to Las Vegas, as only Caesars Entertainment can bring it.

JUST THE  LAS VEGAS YOU’RE LOOKING FOR

A jaunt around the world is just a Vegas trip away with Caesars Entertainment!

Must be 21 or older to gamble. Know When To Stop Before You Start.® Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-522-4700. ©2016, Caesars License Company, LLC.
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Utah embraces fat biking trend 
WHAT WAS a fringe novelty and niche pastime just a few
short years ago has been noted by Utah as developing into
a full-blown adventure trend.
Fat biking, which encompasses off-road cycling with

oversized, under-inflated tyres,  means riders can
comfortably handle softer, more unstable terrain like sand,
mud and, crucially, snow. As a result, it has emerged as 
a fast growing winter sport in North America.
With America’s Fat Bike National Championships taking

place near Ogden this month, Becky Johnson from the
Utah Office of Tourism, said: “While all eyes have been on
Park City and the opening of the world’s largest ski resort
there this winter, Utah is also home to 13 other exceptional
ski resorts – many of which are home to some surprising
winter sports. The rise of fat biking in particular has been
extraordinary, and a number of operators in the state now
offer these bikes to rent commercially. It’s a brilliant way to
get out into the beautiful back country here, and experience
some of the incredible winter scenery first hand.”
For more information see visitutah.com
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Kissimmee promotes adventure opportunities for 2016
FROM GALLOPING on horseback to blasting off to a galaxy far away, new features in
Kissimmee are adding to the adventurous holiday experiences available in the destination.
At the Lazy H Ranch guests can ride across the scenic trails of the Kissimmee Valley

and along the shores of Lake Tohopekaliga, hear tales of Florida’s cattlemen and
Kissimmee’s cow town heritage and what it means to be a Florida Cracker. 
For those who want to become a cowboy for a day, Forever Florida’s Crescent J Ranch

lets guests take part in the daily chores of a real cow hunter, with a lesson in riding 
a Florida cow pony and the basics of cattle herding.
Meanwhile, at Disney’s Hollywood Studios, some new Star Wars offerings have landed.

The ‘Star Wars Launch Bay’ offers guests the chance to interact with characters from the
film franchise while the adventure continues on ‘Star Tours’, which has been enhanced to
feature new characters and journeys from Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Young guests
can also now enjoy ‘Jedi Training: Trials of the Temple’ and step into the shoes of a Jedi 
in training.
Over at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex, a new live-action game experience

has been introduced this month. Called ‘Cosmic Quest’, it promises to immerse young
guests in a variety of STEM-based space adventures whilst educating them about NASA’s
current and future space science and exploration endeavours. The experience is being
offered for $24.95, in addition to the daily admission.
For more information see experiencekissimmee.com 

GUESTS CAN experience the splendours of autumn in New England and Canada with Viking’s Eastern
Seaboard Explorer itinerary. Costing from £5,095, the 13-day cruise visits seven ports of call including
an overnight in Boston and an exploration of New York. Visit vikingcruises.co.uk for more information.

NEWMARKET HOLIDAYS has added a new ‘Las Vegas & the
National Parks’ option, which gives guests the opportunity to
spend three nights at The Golden Nugget in Las Vegas, offering
time for exploration and optional excursions such as a Las Vegas
helicopter night ride, before taking in the Grand Canyon,
Monument Valley and Zion Canyon's hidden forest paradise. The
11-day break costs £1,399 per person. Visit
newmarketholidays.co.uk

usa

Centennial celebrations
in Colorado

WITH THE National Parks
Service celebrating its
centennial this year,
Colorado is encouraging
visitors to experience 
one or all of its four
National Parks.
At Rocky Mountain

National Park near Estes
Park, visitors can stay in
one of five established
campgrounds or haul
tents deep into the
backcountry for a remote
escape. Alternatively,
camping is available at the
Black Canyon of the
Gunnison or Gunnison
River Farms. 
Between April and

October, the Far View
Lodge at Mesa Verde
National Park offers
wildlife, history and
expansive views, while the
Great Sand Dunes National
Park offers rustic stays at
the Oasis Camping Cabins
or in an original ranch at
nearby Zapata Ranch.
In other news, a new

commuter rail between
downtown Denver’s Union
Station and Denver
International Airport is
expected to open on April
22 this year. A trip will
take 35 minutes and cost
$9 per person.
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FUNWAY HOLIDAYS is offering a seven-night, all-inclusive stay at the Occidental Grand Xcaret in
Mexico from £889 per person including flights from Glasgow with BA, based on travel on May 4 and
two adults sharing. Visit funway4agents.co.uk
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All-inclusive demand fuels bookings in Cyprus for Olympic 
OLYMPIC HOLIDAYS reports that the demand for all-inclusive holidays to Cyprus has
never been stronger and has been a key element to the island's tourism success story in
recent years.

In its 404-page summer sun 2016 brochure, the operator features all-inclusive
properties in the resorts of Paphos, Limassol, Protaras and Agia Napa.

Commenting on the popularity of five-star all-inclusive properties and a strong summer
booking uptake, the company's commercial director, Photis Lambrianides, said: “The
luxury sector has developed well recently and is still growing. It's widely appreciated that
all-inclusives give exceptional value for money. At a five-star level, they offer even greater
value and clients are increasingly taking this on board.”

Among the popular all-inclusive properties featured by the operator are the five-star
Olympic Lagoon Resort Paphos, with a choice of restaurants featuring local and ethnic
dining options; the five-star St Raphael Resort Hotel in Limassol, which offers an ‘ultra
all-inclusive’ board; and four-star options in Protaras including the Golden Coast Hotel
and the recently renovated Tsokkos Protaras Beach Hotel.

Lambrianides said: “We've seen a trend towards early booking for 2016. Renewing our
focus on Cyprus this year emphasises its many key attractions for agents. The island is
very safe, relatively close to home and price-friendly, with a warm welcome guaranteed.”

Among the Greek islands, the operator has added the four-star, all-inclusive Creta
Maris Beach Resort in Hersonissos, Crete for this summer. 
For more information or to book call 0844-499 4449 or visit olympicholidays.com

allinclusivesNew family activities
from Elegant Hotels'

Turtle Beach
ELEGANT HOTELS’ all-
inclusive property Turtle
Beach in Barbados is
offering guests new family
activities as a part of its
all-inclusive offering. 
They include

watersports taught by
professionals and a
Caribbean Dance Show,
exclusive to the hotel for
this year.
Kids can enjoy the newly

revamped Aqua School,
where they can pick up
new skills and benefit from
free surfing and paddle
boarding taught by
professionals, before
retreating to the Flying
Fish Kids Club, where they
can learn the local dialect,
create mementos with arts
and crafts or enjoy a movie
night under the stars.
For parents, the new

Caribbean Goes Global
Dance Show explores
Caribbean music
throughout the years,
covering everything from
Calypso and Soca to
Reggae and Gospel, 
led by a cast of
professional dancers.
Also new for this year,

but at an additional cost, is
the resort's Adventure
Package. The day begins
with a hike and nature
trail around Harrison’s
Cave, before families visit
the Bushy Park Barbados
race track to take part in
go-karting.

ALPHAROOMS.COM has revealed that its all-inclusive
bookings have risen by 13% in the past five years, with
Mallorca being the most popular destination among those
booking from the UK and Ireland in 2015.

Analysing booking data from 2010 to 2015, the results
reveal that Mallorca was the destination with the highest
number of bookings in 2015, attracting 13% of all-inclusive
bookings with customers in the south west (19% of all-
inclusive bookings), and London and South East (7%)
particularly favouring the island.

Benidorm and Tenerife were the second and third most
popular destinations at 11% and 10% respectively, while
all-inclusive holidaymakers from Yorkshire (15%), the north

east (20%), the north west (11%), Northern Ireland (17%),
Scotland (14%) and Wales (22%) all looked to the Spanish
mainland and the resort of Benidorm when picking their
summer holidays.

Across Britain, Londoners are the most likely to choose
all-inclusive packages, with 26% of all-inclusive bookers
flying from London airports (31% across the South East
as a whole). 

Those from Manchester are also big fans of the
packages, with 19% (22% across the north west as 
a whole) of all-inclusive deals booked to depart from the
city’s airport.
Visit alpharooms.com for more information.

Alpharooms sees boost in all-inclusive demand with Mallorca taking top spot
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FOLLOWING A MAJOR refurbishment, the
Blue Marlin Hotel, which offers 122
guestroooms and is located on KwaZulu-
Natal’s South Coast, is highlighting its all-
inclusive packages to the UK market. 

Saga has already committed to the
programme, with bookings confirmed for
2016. The hotel has also secured interest
from specialist tour operators selling golf
and bowling holidays, who will feature the
hotel in their 2016 programmes.

Aimed at the British market, the all-
inclusive packages include flights,
transfers, all meals and a free bar.  

A nine-night, all-inclusive holiday with
Saga leads in at £1,499 per person based
on two sharing a room, which also includes
the services of a resident representative, a
welcome dinner and cocktail party, plus
excursions to the Oribi Gorge and Vernon
Crookes Nature Reserve.

The hotel is ideally located to experience
KwaZulu-Natal’s wealth of tourist
attractions including wildlife safaris, walks
in the Drakensberg Mountains, visits to
Zulu Battlefields, the natural wonders of
the coast, as well as bird-watching, golf and
watersports. Durban is also easily
accessible for visitors wanting to experience
a city visit. 

Sandie Curtis, director of the property,
said: “We’re perfectly pitched to appeal to
those holidaymakers who like the all-
inclusive concept, yet who are looking to
expand their holiday horizons beyond
Europe and experience a longer-stay beach
holiday with an African experience.”
For more information on other seven- to
ten-night packages or discounted trade fam
trips call 01344-627940 or email
sandiecurtis2@gmail.com or see
bluemarlinhotel.co.za

allinclusives
Mercury Holidays

highlights Sri Lanka
and Mauritius deals

MERCURY HOLIDAYS is
offering the Heritance
Ahungalla in Sri Lanka for
seven nights from £900 per
person. Guest rooms at the
five-star resort feature
either a balcony or terrace,
with the hotel offering its
own shopping arcade and
nightclub. 
As part of the all-

inclusive package, guests
receive breakfast, lunch
and dinner; wine by the
glass (during lunch and
dinner); and local spirits,
local beer, fruit 
cordials, soft drinks and
bottled water. 
With departures from

Heathrow from this month
through to next January,
guests can upgrade to a
deluxe ocean view room
from £9 per person, per
day or to all-inclusive from
£16 per day. A three-night
Mini Highlights tour
costing from £329 per
person can also be added.
Meanwhile, for clients

seeking a holiday to
Mauritius the operator is
recommending the Laguna
Beach Hotel & Spa.
Overlooking the ocean, the
hotel is based in the south
east corner of the island
and is partly bordered by 
a sandy beach. 
The all-inclusive

package includes
breakfast, lunch,
pancakes, tea/coffee,
dinner and local alcoholic
and non-alcoholic drinks.
Also noted as a must-see
by the operator is Camp
des Pecheurs (Fisherman's
Cove) where
holidaymakers will be able
to see the traditional
pirogue boats bringing in
the daily catch of fish.
Priced from £1,008 per
person, departures are on
a daily basis between May
and October. 
To book visit
mercuryholidays.co.uk or
call 0800-083 1725.

Jet2holidays promotes Turkey's Adalya Elite Lara 
OPENING IN May, Turkey's five-star Adalya Elite Lara Resort offers indulgent stays for
families in Lara Beach near Antalya.

Jet2holidays is offering a seven-night, all-inclusive stay from £349 per person based
on two adults and two children (aged five and seven) sharing, departing on May 2 from
Leeds Bradford Airport, including 22kg baggage allowance and transfers.

Offering a private beachfront location, the resort features two indoor and four outdoor
pools, including one exclusively reserved for adults. For children, there’s a splash and
aqua park complete with slides, water cannons and sprinklers, in addition to a daily kids’
club, offering arts and crafts, sports and water games. 

For those seeking a more active break, snorkelling, scuba diving, motorised
watersports, kayaking and pedalos are all available on the beach. Meanwhile, for those
requiring a more calming environment, there is an onsite spa and wellness centre.

Food and drink options include an onsite patisserie, five bars, five à la carte venues
offering local and international cuisines and a main buffet restaurant with show cooking. 
For further details call 0800-408 5587 or visit tradesite.jet2holidays.com

OZEN by Atmosphere is to open its doors to travellers on July 15 on the Maldivian island of Maadhoo.
All guests will stay on an all-inclusive basis, booked as the Atmosphere Indulgence Plan. The package
includes accommodation; all food and beverages at five different dining outlets; access to the sports
and recreation centre; a kids' club; sunset fishing; a local island excursion; twice-daily snorkelling
excursions; rental of non-motorised watersports; a daily programme of activities inspired by the local
culture; and resort-wide internet access.

KwaZulu-Natal’s Blue Marlin Hotel highlights selection 
of new all-inclusive packages aimed at UK market 
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FOLLOWING A SOFT opening last
November, Cancun’s first property
under the Hyatt Ziva all-inclusive
brand has now fully opened. 

Following an $85million renovation
and expansion of the former Dreams
Cancun resort, the property becomes
the group’s second all-inclusive hotel
in the Mexican destination.

Situated on the strip of Punta
Cancun and framed by the Caribbean
Sea, the 545-room hotel offers ocean

views from all guestrooms, along with
14 restaurants and bars and a spa
with 13 treatment rooms. 

Seeking to offer a village-like
atmosphere, visitors can indulge in 
a range of entertainment and activities
including live theatre shows, tequila
tastings, sailing and an interactive
dolphin encounter, designed to
support ocean preservation.

All-inclusive guests can enjoy 
a range of benefits including unlimited

beer, wine and cocktails; 24-hour in-
room dinning, access to a fitness
centre; and free Wi-Fi throughout. For
clients opting for a club room,
additional benefits include a
personalised butler service, a VIP in-
room refreshment centre, free
international calls and access to the
Club Level Lounge which features
premium drinks and appetisers.
For more information visit
cancun.travel

Club Med unveils debut all-inclusive
property in China's Sanya 
CLUB MED has announced that its first resort in Sanya,
China is now open for bookings for stays between March
and October. 

Sitting on a stretch of coastline dubbed ‘China’s Hawaii’,
the 384-room resort is located on Hainan Island’s secluded
Sanya Bay, where guests can enjoy dining at a choice of two
restaurants and drinks in three different bars, as well as
relaxing by the Zen Pool or being treated at the Spa by
Comfort Zone.

The arrival of the resort comes in the wake of last year’s
successful Chinese resort opening on Dong’ao Island, and
sees the company doubling its presence in China over the
last two years, with additional resorts Yabuli (Ski) and Guilin
(Sun). The company also plans to further expand into China
this year with a second ski resort scheduled for December.

Estelle Giraudeau, managing director for the holiday
provider, said: “UK holidaymakers are demonstrating an
increased appetite for more exotic, far flung destinations.
The opening of our fourth resort in China means that Brits
are now able to experience a premium all-inclusive service
at a variety of sun and ski locations in China, where they
can enjoy authentic local food and culture in the comfort of
our four- and five-Trident spaces.”

Prices at the resort start at £1,231 per adult for seven-night,
all-inclusive packages and £690 per child (up to eight years)
Visit clubmed.co.uk or call 0203-773 1554 for 
more information.
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CORFU’S FIVE-STAR MarBella Corfu has announced the opening of
new luxury one- and two-bedroom suites with private pools and
sea and garden views. The new additions offer one large en-suite
bedroom, a second twin bedroom, separate shower room and 
a sitting room, which is equipped with a Nespresso machine.
Leading on from the sitting room is a private terrace with sea
views and a private pool. Classic Collection Holidays offers seven
nights’ all-inclusive stay from £853 per person, based on two
adults sharing and including flights from Gatwick and private
transfers. For details call 0800-294 9318 or see classic-
collection.co.uk

Hyatt Ziva Cancun opens following $85m renovation & expansion 
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BOOKINGS MADE through Monarch for
the ultra all-inclusive St. Raphael
Resort in Limassol, Cyprus are eligible
for a free room upgrade.

Situated on the largest sandy Blue
Flag beach in the town, the five-star
hotel offers accommodation and
facilities ideal for couples and
families, as well as the wedding,
honeymoon and conference markets.

Bookings made by February 28 for
stays in April and May in a land view
room will be upgraded to a sea view
room, while bookings for a sea view
room will be upgraded for a stay in 
a marina view room. 

With a departure date of April 27
from Leeds Bradford to Larnaca, the
operator is offering a seven-night all-
inclusive stay for two adults sharing 
a sea view room for £739 per person.

Meanwhile, in Mallorca the operator
is highlighting the family-friendly Ola
Club Panama from £239 per person
for seven nights, based on a May 4
departure for two adults and two

children sharing, as well as the newly
refurbished Fergus Club Europa -
which has recently been added to the
operator's programme for this
summer from £229. 
Visit raphael.com.cy and
monarch.co.uk for more information.

St. Raphael Resort

A Taste of the Dordogne
with Rail Discoveries

‘A TASTE of the Dordogne 2016’,
offered through Rail
Discoveries, is a seven-day
journey where guests can travel
by rail to one of France’s idyllic
settings and treat their taste
buds to the local delicacies 
on offer.
An all-inclusive feast for the

senses, highlights include a
walking tour of Rocamadour, 
a visit to a local truffle farm in
Martel and the bee museum
‘Maison des Abeilles’, along
with cheese farm visits with
tastings, an exploration of ‘Le
Gouffre de Padirac’ cave 
and a coach excursion to
medieval Cahor.
The operator is currently

offering a low deposit of £50 per
person on bookings confirmed
by February 29, with the full
deposit payable by April 22. 
Call 0800-240 4470 to book or
for further information.

Monarch offers last-minute room upgrades at Cyprus' St.
Raphael Resort with prices from £739 per person
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IKOS RESORTS’ Ikos Oceania, located
in Halkidiki, has undergone 
a refurbishment project to offer an
upgraded and redesigned entrance,
lobby area, Indigo main bar and
outside seating area and a refurbished
Deluxe Collection Lounge and
concierge. New gourmet additions
include the refurbishment of Flavors
Restaurant and buffet, the creation of
an adults-only area, a new entrance
from a glass elevator to Fusco

Restaurant and a new path providing
easy access to Provence and Anaya
restaurants. Leisure refurbishments
also include a revamp of the spa
public areas and gym, including brand
new treatment rooms. 

The outdoor pools and beach areas
are also being refurbished, with all
pools now being heated, and new adult
pool and wooden deck area being
added. Plus guests are also able to
enjoy a new decorative upgraded

waterfall, a new pool bar with a stylish
lounge area and wooden deck and 
a new beach bar offering cocktails. 

Classic Collection Holidays is
offering seven nights’ all-inclusive
stay at the property from £909 per
person in May. Based on two adults
sharing a superior room, it includes
flights from Gatwick to Thessaloniki,
private transfers and a saving of £168
per couple when booked before
February 29.

allinclusives

February saving follows new refurbishment at Halkidiki’s Ikos Oceania
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Rail trails
I love rail travel in Switzerland and I am
very lucky to have enjoyed the vast array
of scenic rail journeys and mountain
excursions countless times as part of
my role at Switzerland Travel Centre.
However, it was time for something
different and a bit more adventurous.

Travelling to Wengen I caught the
train up to Kleine Scheidegg, overlooked
by the imposing north face of the Eiger
which never ceases to amaze, before
heading onwards and upwards to the
Jungfraujoch where I would meet my
guide, the rest of the group and where
our adventure would begin.

Eight strangers, one piece of rope, and
22km of ice and rock
Safety demonstrations, harnesses,
hooks, clips, ropes and crampons (and
22km of rock and ice) lay ahead - the
Aletsch Glacier, the largest glacier in
Europe and our home for the next 
two days.

It’s impossible for me to put into
words what this felt like. I had never
worn a safety harness, never worn
crampons and certainly never been
attached by a rope to seven complete
strangers before. As it turned out, none
of us had ever done anything like this
before either, only our guide, Martin. To
say Martin knew the glacier would be 
a massive understatement. He knew it
like the back of his hand, which in itself
is an amazing feat, not least because
the glacier itself is constantly moving.
Not only did Martin know which way to
go, it was as if he had eyes in the back
of his head, somehow sensing how
each of us was getting on behind him.
We followed, one after the other, taking
turns to leap over the next crevasse. 

A wrong move and the rest of us would
have to do our job; hold firm and let the
rope do what it’s there for. But 
Martin always made sure that this
didn’t happen.

Our overnight stop wasn’t your
average Swiss hotel, although the
hospitality was up there with the best of
them. Once we had hung our clothes up
to dry, we were treated to typical Swiss
Alpine Club-hut hospitality; hot,
plentiful food, hot drinks, and
something a little stronger to put us to
sleep. As the eight of us drifted off in
our dormitory, the weather finally
started to improve.

Quiet reflection 
Sunrise over the glacier was
unbelievable and there was not a sound
to be heard. After breakfast at 05:30, we
embarked on the day’s trek to our
finishing point – Fiescheralp in the
Aletsch Arena. The weather allowed
Martin to point out various peaks in the
distance, such as the Matterhorn and
Weisshorn, and also allowed us to fully
appreciate the expanse of the glacier. It
may be melting and retreating rapidly,
but its sheer scale is almost impossible
to comprehend; stretching on for miles
and miles in every direction. Looking at
the glacier from various vantage points,
the moraine looks like a line of small
rocks and the surface of the glacier can
look smooth and serene. Up close
however, the crevasses are like
canyons, the meltwater streams are like
raging rivers and the rocks are actually
boulders the size of pick-up trucks. It is
an amazing place.

As we reached the point where we
left the glacier for good and started the
climb towards civilisation, every single

one of us fell silent once again and
turned back to look towards
Jungfraujoch where our adventure had
begun just the day before. It felt like 
a lifetime ago, simply because we had
achieved so much in such a short space
of time. Martin told us one last tale and
we raised a glass and toasted the
mighty Aletsch Glacier, hoping that it
will still be there for us for a long, long
time to come.

Swiss escapes
Switzerland has so much to enjoy with
something new to explore around every
corner. For clients wishing to boldly go
where they have never been before, 
a hike across the Aletsch Glacier is 
a must and can be taken with a one
night stay either side in the town of
Interlaken, making the overall duration
of the trip just three nights. Packaged
from £765 per person, this includes
Economy flights to Switzerland, all
taxes, rail transfers, breakfast
accommodation, harness and
crampons, plus the services of 
a mountain guide. Departures are from
June 18 to September 18 every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday. 

For clients whose time is limited,
taster packages are an ideal way to
enjoy a brief glimpse of Switzerland.
Short itineraries include the famous
Glacier Express, the Bernina Express or
the Golden Pass, allowing clients to
travel across the country and visit the
major sightseeing spots in just a couple
of days. With a little more time,
excursions - or even a short city break -
can be added before or at the end of
journeys. With only a short flight from
the UK, Switzerland really is the ideal
short break destination.

shortbreaks

James Wilson, business development manager
at Switzerland Travel Centre, offers a firsthand
account of how a short break can be filled
with adventure…

A Swiss adventure
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LEGER HOLIDAYS is highlighting a new short break to Antwerp to
celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Tall Ships Race. Every year,
around 80 vessels from between 15 and 20 countries take part in
the event that combines four days of activities with racing or
cruising-in-company between ports. Priced from £249 per person
and departing on July 8, the break includes three nights'
breakfast accommodation based on two sharing a standard room
with travel by executive coach.
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shortbreaks

SuperBreak launches Belfast Tattoo
short break packages from £169
SUPERBREAK has launched short break packages to the
Belfast Tattoo from September 1-3, which agents can
promote with flights or ferry crossings from Scotland. 

The event takes place at the SEE Arena and showcases
some of the finest marching bands, musicians and dancers
from across Ulster and beyond. 

Three ticket types are available to suit a range of
budgets, and packages are bookable with any of the
company’s Belfast hotels.

A two-night Belfast Tattoo Package at the Park Inn by
Radisson Belfast and a third priced ticket to the Tattoo
costs from £169 per person, while a two-night package
with ferry crossing from Scotland leads in at £216 with 
a stay at the Holiday Inn Express Belfast City and a third
priced ticket to the event.
For more information visit superbreak.com/agents or 
call 01904-436000.

Hoseasons adds Beaconsfield Park to portfolio
BEACONSFIELD PARK in Shropshire is a new addition to
Hoseasons' Autograph Lodge Holidays Collection for 2016.
Exclusively for adults, the luxury lodges offer a rural retreat

for couples looking for a little extra indulgence from their short
break. Set in the Shropshire countryside, each lodge comes
complete with sliding French doors, private deck and an
outdoor hot tub. 
The on-site steam room and indoor pool are both available

for private hire, while pamper packs including Champagne and
chocolates are also available for those looking to indulge.  
In the surrounding area, routes for walkers and cyclists are

plentiful, while a selection of museums, galleries, pubs,
restaurants and cafes in the medieval market town of
Shrewsbury are a short drive away. 
A three-night short break for two people costs from £349,

with a week costing from £499.
Visit hoseasons.co.uk or call 0345-498 6130 for
more information.
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WARNER LEISURE HOTELS has launched
its new second edition brochure, ‘What’s On
and What’s New for 2016’ featuring
information on new breaks, product
developments and the latest pricing, plus
details of breaks throughout 2016 up to the
end of March 2017. 

The company is offering savings of up to
40% on thousands of rooms throughout this
year, as well as up to 50% savings on
rooms on advanced 2017 bookings, both of
which are valid year-round. Incorporating
the launch of a new logo, the new brochure
also highlights the refurbishments that
have been made across 13 coastal and
country properties. 

Following the popularity of its festival
breaks, the company has introduced two
new festivals - Northern Soul and Fake
Festivals. Another addition is the four-night
mid-week Showstoppers break, featuring
two visiting artists and one showstopping
act on one of the four nights of the break.

In order to make bookings easier for
agents, the operator has introduced a new
grid which will feature on each property’s
page throughout the brochure with an
example pricing of a two-night break. Due

to the popularity of festive breaks, the new
pricing grids will also offer an overview of
all festive breaks including Turkey & Tinsel,
Twixmas, Christmas and New Year.
Visit bourneleisuresales.co.uk or call 0330-
100 9776 for more information.

shortbreaks

Kirker marks 30th
anniversary with
expanded short

breaks collection
KIRKER HOLIDAYS has
launched the latest edition
of its short breaks
brochure, featuring 80
cities and 250 coastal and
countryside properties. 
Celebrating its 30th

anniversary this year, the
operator has filled the new
brochure with suggestions
for clients planning their
own special occasions.
Joining the short breaks
selection for the first time
in 2016 is Portugal’s
verdant Douro Valley, the
German spa town of
Baden-Baden and the
Channel Islands of
Guernsey & Jersey. This
year, the operator has also
joined forces with
European Waterways to
introduce a selection of
tailor-made, eight-night
holidays that blend canal
cruising in France or Italy
with a stay at one of the
operator’s carefully-
selected hotels. 
As well as adding new

destinations to its short
breaks programme, the
company has an updated
selection of special offers,
which include three nights
for the price of two and
four nights for the price of
three. As an example,
guests can stay three
nights for the price of two
until April 28 at the four-
star superior Palazzo
Sant’Angelo from £549 per
person, which offers a
saving of £86 per person.
For further information
call 020-7593 2283 or visit
kirkerholidays.com

Warner Leisure launches second edition 2016 brochure

CLASSIC COLLECTION Holidays is to debut luxury hotel city breaks to Seville for this year
featuring three contrasting five-star properties.  

Gary Boyer, the company's head of purchasing, said: “Spain looks set to flourish in 2016
so these new properties and our new destination of Seville are a timely addition to our
established city breaks programme. Andalucia’s capital is a charismatic and flamboyant
city that’s easy to explore with much to offer visitors.”

The Gran Melia Colon offers modern guestrooms and Philippe Starck statement pieces
from behind a neo-baroque façade. The Hotel Alfonso XIII dates back to 1929 and was
thoughtfully renovated in 2012, while Hotel Hospes Las Casa del Rey de Baeza is in the
heart of Seville’s historic centre and offers 41 bedrooms and suites set within an 18th
century Andalucian manor house. 

Prices start from £628 per person for three nights' breakfast stay in May including
flights and private transfers. 
For further information visit classic-collection.co.uk or call 0800-008 7288.

Seville debut from Classic Collection Holidays
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RENT PARIS has revealed its latest service named 'Premium
Hotel Service’, which aims to deliver a difference in the level of
attention it gives to customers and their hotel bookings. 

Beginning as soon as the customer arrives at the hotel, the
service commences with an envelope handed to guests at
reception, which contains information, gifts and invitations. 

These include a free Wi-Fi connection wherever the guest is
in Paris; a tour of the neighbourhood with key aspects and
personal recommendations for little restaurants and shops
shared by the company’s team; and an invitation to free
'Sunday Tasting Sessions’ held every Sunday from April to late
July and from September to late October, where guests can

enjoy cake made by famous pastry chef Sebastien Gaudard, a
glass of Champagne and share their impressions about Paris
with other customers.

shortbreaks
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nicky.valsamakis@travelbulletin.co.uk
Hit Girl - master ninja by age 11!

Miriam Brtkova
Designer
miriam.brtkova@travelbulletin.co.uk
Chuck Norris..

Liam Jackson
Design Apprentice
liam.jackson@travelbulletin.co.uk
Bumblebee

Carol Mthembu
Production
production@travelbulletin.co.uk
Storm from X-Men. I'm not sure why, but I'm told
I'd be the perfect storm.

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS!

Kathryn Frost
Sales Executive
kathryn.frost@travelbulletin.co.uk
Many happy returns to Kathryn – before heading
out to make the most of her birthday week she
told us that if she was a superhero she’d be
Katwoman!

We asked our staff the following question this week:

Which super hero would you be? 

Crossword:
Across: Across: 1. MONARCH, 6. REBEL, 8. MALTA, 9. KEATING, 12. HOUSTON, 13. ODEON, 15. ACCOR, 17. WICHITA. 
Down: 1. MARK KERMODE, 2. ACE, 3. HAM, 4. BELFAST, 5. GRAN CANARIA, 7. LEITH, 10. ANAHEIM, 11. GOUDA, 14.
NSW, 16. CPH. 

Highlighted Word: MANAMA
Where Am I?: Kapellbrücke, Lucerne, Switzerland

puzzlesolutions
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Rent Paris reveals 'Premium Hotel Service' with added value extras for guests
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AFFORDABLE

TENERIFE
5  Sheraton La 
Caleta Resort & Spa
EARLY BOOKING OFFER
7 nights from £799pp

B&B, departs Gatwick 19 Apr

*Book at least 60 days in advance.  
For stays until 30 Apr.

5030

FLY FROM
YOUR 

LOCAL 
AIRPORT

PRIVATE
TRANSFERS 
INCLUDED

Call 0800 008 7288   
www.classic-collection.co.uk

LANZAROTE
5  Hesperia  
Lanzarote
7 NIGHTS FOR THE  
PRICE OF 6
7 nights from £699pp

B&B, departs Gatwick 15 Apr
* For stays until 30 Apr.

IBIZA
5  Ushuaia Ibiza 
Beach Hotel
REDUCED RATES
7 nights from £699pp

B&B, departs Gatwick 7 May

*Book before 29 Feb. 
For stays 1-18 May.

TENERIFE
5  Jardin Tropical 
COMPLIMENTARY 
HALF BOARD
7 nights from £769pp

HB, departs Gatwick 14 Jun
*For stays 1-30 Jun. 
Book before 30 Apr.

MALTA
5  The Palace 
EARLY BOOKING 
OFFER
7 nights from £759pp

B&B, departs Gatwick 11 May
*For stays 1 May-31 Oct.
Book before 30 Apr.

ESTORIL COAST
5  Hotel Cascais 
Miragem
7 NIGHTS FOR THE  
PRICE OF 6
7 nights from £799pp

B&B, departs Gatwick 8 May
* For stays 1 May-30 Jun.

LUXURY
CYPRUS 
5  Annabelle 
REDUCED RATES & 
FREE HALF BOARD
7 nights from £799pp

HB, departs Gatwick 16 May
*For stays 1 May- 31 Oct.
Book before 31 Mar.

per couple per week

SAVE
£151*

per couple per week

SAVE
£110*

per couple per week

SAVE
£230*

per couple per week

SAVE
£215*

per couple per week

SAVE
£120*

per couple per week

SAVE
£200*

per couple per week

SAVE
£160*

per couple per week

SAVE
£80*

EARLY SUMMER

SLOVENIA
4  Best Western 
Hotel Slon
EARLY BOOKING 
OFFER
7 nights from £689pp

B&B, departs Gatwick 14 May
*Book before 28 Feb. For stays 29 Feb-28 Dec.

         12:18
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